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Comments: I appreciate the time to read these comments that I am sure have been flowing into your offices. I

was born in Western Montana raised a family here and have seen way too many changes. The latest is the mass

influx of population in which our commerce was not ready for. I have enjoyed the Swan Valley for many years

hunting, fishing, camping and found it to be a main source of personal solitude that helps my mental preparation

to deal with the masses. This proposal is very off putting to so many people whom care greatly about our lands,

we have worked so hard to keep a place of solitude for those who come to find it, I fear this will ruin those

seeking absolute peace and replenishment. Will there be a waste water treatment facility on site?  Where will the

treated water go from the facility? Will it be put back in Holland Lake? What will this do to the Bull trout

population, will it effect the aquatic insect population which in turn leads to "dead zones". How about the Bear

population, since it seems the problem bears are usually taken and released in the Swan. Will we attract more

hard core adventure seekers thus straining the already under staffed Search and Rescue teams?  Is the "update"

going to keep with traditional buildings or go to some gosh awful modern design? There are far too many major

environmental and economic impacts to study before any green light should be given for an out of state company

to be allowed too just do what the want. What if they can't fund the project anymore will it just get abandoned and

left for the Forest Service to finish? I believe that there will be many voices of concern I appreciate your time in

reading mine. 


